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New: E-Volution Automotive Newsletter

From paints to sealants or adhesives: Graco designs and makes the equipment that
optimizes your automotive and electric vehicle (EV) battery manufacturing processes. This
monthly email newsletter delivers the information you need to optimize automotive
manufacturing and EV battery assembly. 

Our June 2024 issue covers how to:

Improve production efficiency in automotive paint shop 
Get that ‘new car’ finish without costly paint waste
Gain cost effective control of pneumatic and electric pumps in your paint mix room

https://go.graco.com/webmail/1032111/731901558/12e0095126dfe3338cd3cf6752fd49e2f495031c96658b195fe09c6719c5e7bc


Four Reasons Why Electric Motors Are the Greener Solution

Under the trend of market focus on green and environmentally electrification,
manufacturers are increasingly emphasizing the technological demand for improving
energy efficiency and reducing carbon emissions. Four reasons to explain Why Electric
Motors Are the Greener Solution. 
Click here to see the success case, how Graco support customer improve production
efficiency

Unique Research Explains Subtle, but Costly, Automotive Finishing
Challenge

An automaker noticed that certain colors or metallics were going flat and had to be thrown
out. Graco liquid finishing experts found out why. White paper author explains how to get
that “new car” finish without wasting paint.

Intelligent Paint Kitchen Delivers Cost Effective Pump Control

https://go.graco.com/e/1032111/-are-the-greener-solution-html/257dq/731901558/h/2dwYQ_aAA7asbDWSj4OhG87cJgTQRRaQsVUaamYwyRY
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Graco’s Intelligent Paint Kitchen is a smart set of sensors, actuators and control modules
that communicate with each other to optimize industrial paint supply and circulation. The
system reduces downtime and cuts energy costs. 

Such benefits used to be limited to paint kitchens that use Graco E-Flo DC electric pumps.
A new pump control module now provides cost effective control of pneumatic and electric
pumps.

FREE WEBINAR I TUESDAY, JULY 16 I 8 P.M. Singapore Time I 5:30 P.M. New Delhi Time

Minimizing Risks in EV Battery Manufacturing with Advanced Dispensing
Technologies
Advanced materials and new technologies are being developed faster than ever before.
Find out how leading global automakers are successfully leveraging new dispense
technologies and application know-how to minimize adoption risks and increase ROI in EV
battery manufacturing. Get more details about this BEV TechTalk and register now.

Click to Register

E-Volution Starts with Graco

Whether you’re gearing up to roll EVs off the assembly line, streamlining your automotive
production or electrifying your factory floor, Graco is here to supply advanced, customized
products and solutions that give you the confidence to spray, move, and apply your most
demanding materials. Learn how we can help at graco.com/automotive.
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